We present the design and specification of a scalable and reliable protocol for group rekeying together with performance evaluation results. The protocol is based upon the use of key trees for secure groups and periodic batch rekeying. At the beginning of each rekey period, the key server sends a rekey message to all users consisting of encrypted new keys (encryptions, in short) carried in a sequence of packets. We present a simple strategy for identifying keys, encryptions, and users, and a key assignment algorithm which ensures that the encryptions needed by a user are in the same packet. Our protocol provides reliable delivery of new keys to all users eventually. It also attempts to deliver new keys to all users with a high probability by the end of the rekeying period. For each rekey message, the protocol runs in two steps: a multicast step followed by a unicast step. Proactive FEC multicast is used to control NACK implosion and reduce delivery latency. Our experiments show that a small FEC block size can be used to reduce encoding time at the server without increasing server bandwidth overhead. Early transition to unicast, after at most two multicast rounds, further reduces the worst-case delivery latency as well as user bandwidth requirement. The key server adaptively adjusts the proactivity factor based upon past feedback information; our experiments show that the number of NACKs after a multicast round can be effectively controlled around a target number. Throughout the protocol design, we strive to minimize processing and bandwidth requirements for both the key server and users.
INTRODUCTION
Many emerging Internet applications, such as pay-per-view distribution of digital media, restricted teleconferences, multi-party games, and virtual private networks will benefit from using a secure group communications model. 1 In this model, members of a group share a symmetric key, called group key, which is known only to group users and the key server. The group key can be used for encrypting data traffic between group members or restricting access to resources intended for group members only. The group key is distributed by a group key management system which changes the group key from time to time (called group rekeying). It is desirable that the group key changes after a new user has joined (so that the new user will not be able to decrypt past group communications) or an existing user has departed (so that the departed user will not be able to access future group communications).
A group key management system has three functional components: registration, key management, and rekey transport. All three components can be implemented in a key server. However, to improve registration scalability, it is preferable to use one or more trusted registrars to offload user registration from the key server. When a user wants to join a group, the user and registration component mutually authenticate each other using a protocol such as SSL. 3 If authenticated and accepted into the group, the new user receives its ID and a symmetric key, called the user's individual key, which it shares only with the key server. Authenticated users send join and leave requests to the key management component which validates the requests by checking whether they are encrypted by individual keys. The key management component also generates rekey messages, which are sent to the rekey transport component for delivery to all users in the group. To build a scalable group key management system, it is important to improve the efficiency of the key management and rekey transport components.
We first consider the key management component, which has been the primary focus of prior work. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] In this paper, we follow the key tree approach, 4, 5 which uses a hierarchy of keys to facilitate group rekeying, reducing the processing time complexity of each leave request from O(N ) to O(log d (N )), where N is group size and d the key tree degree. Rekeying after every join or leave request, however, can still incur a large server processing overhead. Thus we propose to further reduce processing overhead by using periodic rekeying, [9] [10] [11] such that the key server processes the join and leave requests during a rekey interval as a batch, and sends out just one rekey message per rekey interval to users. Batch rekeying reduces the number of computationally expensive signing operations. It also reduces substantially bandwidth requirements of the key server and users.
We next consider the rekey transport component. Reliable delivery of rekey messages has not had much attention in prior work. In our prototype system, Keystone, 2 we designed and implemented a basic protocol which uses proactive FEC to improve the reliability of multicast rekey transport. We also investigated the performance issues of rekey transport 9 and observed that although many reliable multicast protocols have been proposed and studied in recent years, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] rekey transport differs from conventional reliable multicast problems in a number of ways. In particular, rekey transport has the following requirements:
• Reliability requirement. It is required that every user will receive all of its (encrypted) new keys, no matter how large the group size. This requirement arises because the key server uses some keys for one rekey interval to encrypt new keys for the next rekey interval. Each user however does not have to receive the entire rekey message because it needs only a very small subset of all the new keys.
• Soft real-time requirement. It is required that the delivery of new keys to all users be finished with a high probability before the start of the next rekey interval. This requirement arises because a user needs to buffer encrypted data and keys before the arrival of encrypting keys, and we would like to limit the buffer size.
• Scalability requirement. The processing and bandwidth requirements of the key server and each user should increase as a function of group size at a low rate such that a single server is able to support a large group. *
The above requirements of rekey transport were considered and analyzed in a companion paper. 9 The objective of this paper is to present in detail our rekey transport protocol as well as its performance.
Our server protocol for each rekey message consists of four phases: (i) generating a sequence of ENC packets containing encrypted keys, (ii) generating PARITY packets containing FEC redundant information, (iii) multicast of ENC and PARITY packets, and (iv) transition from multicast to unicast. To achieve reliability, our protocol runs in two steps: a multicast step followed by a unicast step. During the multicast step, which typically lasts for just one or two rounds, almost all of the users will receive their new keys because each user only needs one specific packet (guaranteed by our key assignment algorithm) and proactive FEC is also used. Subsequently, for each user who cannot recover its new keys in the multicast step, the keys are sent to the user via unicast. Since each user only needs a small number of new keys, and there are few users remaining in the unicast step, our protocol achieves reliability with a small bandwidth overhead.
To meet the soft real-time requirement, proactive FEC in the multicast step is used to reduce delivery latency. 20, 21 When needed, early transition from multicast to unicast reduces worst-case delivery latency because the server does not need to wait for the maximum round-trip time (RT T ) for all users before sending in the unicast step. By adaptively adjusting the time to switch to unicast, our protocol allows explicit tradeoff between key server bandwidth overhead and worst-cast delivery latency.
Towards a scalable design, we observe that the key factors are processing and bandwidth requirements at the key server and each user. To improve scalability, we use the following ideas: 1) To reduce the key server processing requirement, we partition a rekey message into blocks to reduce the size of each block and therefore reduce the key server's FEC encoding time. 2) To reduce each user's processing requirement, our key assignment algorithm assigns encrypted new keys such that each user needs only one packet. Thus, the vast majority of users do not need to recover their specific packets through FEC decoding. 3) To reduce key server bandwidth requirement, our protocol uses multicast to send new keys to users initially. 4) To reduce a user's bandwidth requirement, we use unicast for each user who cannot recover its new keys during the multicast step. This way, a small number of users in high-loss environments will not cause our protocol to perform multicast to all users.
In summary, we have the following contributions. First, we present a detailed specification of a scalable and reliable protocol for group rekeying, together with performance results. Second, a simple key identification strategy and key assignment algorithm are presented and evaluated. Third, we show that our block partition algorithm reduces the server's FEC encoding time without increasing server bandwidth overhead. Finally, an adaptive algorithm to adjust the proactivity factor is proposed and evaluated. The algorithm is found to be effective in controlling NACK implosion.
The balance of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the key tree and periodic batch rekeying ideas. In Section 3 we present our server and user protocols. In Section 4 we show how to construct a rekey message. The key identification strategy and key assignment algorithm are presented. The block partition algorithm is proposed and evaluated in Section 5. In section 6 we discuss how to adaptively adjust proactivity factor to control NACK implosion. In Section 7 we discuss when and how to unicast. Our conclusions are in Section 8.
BACKGROUND
We review in this section the key tree 4, 5 and periodic batch rekeying 9-11 ideas and a marking algorithm. The algorithm is used to update the key tree and generate workload for rekey transport.
Key tree
A key tree is a rooted tree with the group key as root. A key tree contains two types of nodes: u-nodes containing users' individual keys, and k-nodes containing the group key and auxiliary keys. A user is given the individual key contained in its u-node as well as the keys contained in the k-nodes on the path from its u-node to the tree root. Consider a group with 9 users. An example key tree is shown in Figure 1 . In this group, user u 9 is given the three keys on its path to the root: k 9 , k 789 , and k 1−9 . Key k 9 is the individual key of u 9 , key k 1−9 is the group key that is shared by all users, and k 789 is an auxiliary key shared by u 7 , u 8 , and u 9 . Suppose u 9 leaves the group. The key server will then need to change the keys that u 9 knows: change k 1−9 to k 1−8 , and change k 789 to k 78 . To distribute the new keys to the remaining users using the group-oriented 5 rekeying strategy, the key server constructs the following rekey message by traversing the key tree bottom-up: ( {k 78 
Here {k } k denotes key k encrypted by key k, and is referred to as an encryption. Upon receiving a rekey message, a user extracts the encryptions that it needs. For example, u 7 only needs {k 1−8 } k78 and {k 78 } k7 . In other words, a user does not need to receive all of the encryptions in a rekey message.
Periodic batch rekeying
Rekeying after every join and leave request, however, can be expensive. In periodic batch rekeying, the key server first collects J join and L leave requests during a rekey interval. At the end of the rekey interval, the key server runs a marking algorithm to update the key tree and construct a rekey subtree.
In the marking algorithm, the key server first modifies the key tree to reflect the leave and join requests. The u-nodes for departed users are removed, or replaced by u-nodes for newly joined users. When J > L, the key server will split the nodes after the rightmost k-node at the highest level (with the root as level 0) to expand the extra joins. After modifying the key tree, the key server changes the key in a k-node if the k-node is on the path from a changed u-node (either removed or newly joined node) to the tree root.
Next, the key server constructs a rekey subtree. A rekey subtree consists of all of the k-nodes whose keys have been updated in the key tree, the direct children of the updated k-nodes, and the edges connecting updated k-nodes with their direct children. Given a rekey subtree, the key server can then generate encryptions. In particular, for each edge in the rekey subtree, the key server uses the key in the child node to encrypt the key in the parent node.
Appendix B shows the detailed marking algorithm.
PROTOCOL OVERVIEW
In this section, we give an overview of the rekey transport protocol. An informal specification of the key server protocol is shown in Figure 2 .
First the key server constructs a rekey message as follows. At the beginning of a rekey interval, after the marking algorithm has generated encryptions, the key server runs the key assignment algorithm to assign the encryptions into EN C packets.
† Our key assignment algorithm guarantees that each user needs only one EN C packet.
Next, the key server uses a Reed-Solomon Erasure (RSE) coder to generate FEC redundant information, called P ARIT Y packets. In particular, the key server partitions EN C packets into multiple blocks. Each block contains k ENC packets. We call k the block size. The key server generates (ρ − 1)k P ARIT Y packets for each block, where ρ is the proactivity factor.
Then the key server multicasts the EN C and P ARIT Y packets to all users. A user can recover its required encryptions in any one of the following three cases: 1) The user receives the specific EN C packet which contains all of the encryptions for the user.
2) The user receives at least k packets from the block that contains its specific EN C packet, and thus the user can recover the k original EN C packets.
3) The user receives a U SR packet during a subsequent unicast phase. The U SR packet contains all of the encryptions needed by the user.
After multicasting the EN C and P ARIT Y packets to the users, the server waits for the duration of a round, which is typically larger than the maximum round-trip time over all users, and collects NACKs from the users. Based on the NACKs, the key server adaptively adjusts the proactivity factor to control the number of NACKs for the next rekey message. Each NACK specifies the number of P ARIT Y packets that a user needs in order to have k packets to recover its block. In particular, the key server collects the largest number of P ARIT Y packets needed (denoted as amax [i] ) for each block i. At the beginning of the next round, the key server generates amax [i] new P ARIT Y packets for each block i, and multicasts the new P ARIT Y packets to the users. This process repeats until the conditions for switching to unicast are satisfied (see Section 7). Typically, unicast will start after one or two multicast rounds. During unicast, the key server sends U SR packets to the users who have not recovered their required encryptions. Basic protocol for a user † An ENC packet is a protocol message generated in the application layer. But we will refer to it as a packet to conform to terminology in other papers.
An informal specification of the user protocol is shown in Figure 3 . In our protocol, a NACK-based feedback mechanism is used because the vast majority of users can receive or recover their required encryptions within a single round. In particular, during each round, a user checks whether it has received or can recover its block. If not, the user will report a, the number of P ARIT Y packets needed to recover its block, to the key server. By the property of Reed-Solomon encoding, a is equal to k minus the number of packets received in the block containing its specific EN C packet.
In summary, our protocol generates four types of packets: 1) EN C packet, which contains encryptions for a set of users; 2) P ARIT Y packet, which contains FEC redundant information produced by a RSE coder; 3) U SR packet, which contains the encryptions for a specific user; 4) N ACK packet, which is feedback from the users to the key server. This type of packets reports the number of P ARIT Y packets needed for specific blocks.
Note that protocols given in Figure 2 and 3 only outline the behaviors of the key server and users. More detailed specifications of these protocols and packet formats are shown in Appendix A.
CONSTRUCTION OF EN C PACKETS
After running the marking algorithm to generate the encryptions of a rekey message, the key server next runs a key assignment algorithm to assign the encryptions into EN C packets. To increase the probability for each user to receive its required encryptions within one round, our key assignment algorithm guarantees that all of the encryptions for a given user are assigned into a single EN C packet. For each user to identify its specific EN C packet and extract its encryptions from the EN C packet, the key server assigns a unique ID for each key, user and encryption, and includes ID information in EN C packets.
Below, we first discuss how to assign an ID for each key, user and encryption; then we define the format of an EN C packet. Finally we present and evaluate our key assignment algorithm to generate EN C packets.
Key identification
To uniquely identify each key, the key server assigns an integer as the ID of each node on a key tree. In particular, the key server first expands the key tree to make it full and balanced by adding null nodes, which we refer to as n-nodes. As a result of the expansion, the key tree contains three types of nodes: u-nodes containing individual keys, k-nodes containing the group key and auxiliary keys, and n-nodes. Then the key server traverses the expanded key tree in a top-down and left-right order, and sequentially assigns an integer as a node's ID. The ID starts from 0 and increments by 1. For example, the root node has an ID of 0, and its leftmost child has an ID of 1. Figure 4 (left) illustrates the IDs of nodes in an expanded key tree with a tree degree of three. To uniquely identify an encryption {k } k , we assign the ID of the encrypting key k as the ID of this encryption because the key in each node will be used at most once to encrypt another key. Since k is the parent node of k, its ID can be easily derived given the ID of the encryption.
The ID of a user is by definition the ID of its individual key. Given the ID of an encryption and the ID of a user, by the simple relationship between a node and its parent node, a user can easily determine whether the encryption is encrypted by a key that is on the path from the user's u-node to the tree root.
When users join and leave, our marking algorithm may modify the structure of a key tree, and thus the IDs of some nodes will be changed. For a user to determine the up-to-date ID of its u-node, a straightforward approach is to inform each user its new ID by sending a packet to the user. This approach, however, is obviously not scalable. By Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.2, we show that by knowing the maximum ID of the current k-nodes, each user can derive its new ID independently. 
A proof is shown in Appendix C. By Theorem 4.2, we know that a user can derive its current ID by knowing its old ID and the maximum ID of the current k-nodes.
Format of EN C packets
Given the results in subsection 4.1, we can now define the format of an EN C packet. As shown in the Figure 5 , an EN C packet has 8 fields, and contains both ID information and encryptions.
Type: EN C (2 bits)
2. Rekey message ID (6 bits) 3. Block ID (8 bits) 4. Sequence number within a block (8 bits The ID information in an EN C packet allows a user to identify the packet, extract its required encryptions, and update its user ID (if changed). In particular, Fields 1 to 4 uniquely identify a packet. Since rekey messages seldom overlap in time for periodic batch rekeying, we use just 6 bits to identify a rekey message. Field 5 is the maximum ID of the current k-nodes. As we discussed in the previous subsection, each user can derive its current ID based upon this field and its old ID. Field 6 specifies that this EN C packet contains only the encryptions for users whose IDs are in the range of < f rmID, toID > inclusively.
Field 7 of an EN C packet contains a list of encryption and its ID pairs. After the encryption payload, an EN C packet may be padded by zero to have fixed length because FEC encoding requires fixed length packets. We observe that padding by zero will not cause any ambiguity because no encryption has an ID of zero.
User-oriented Key Assignment algorithm
Given the format of an EN C packet, we next discuss the details of our key assignment algorithm, which we refer to as the User-oriented Key Assignment (U KA) algorithm. U KA guarantees that all of the encryptions for a user are assigned into a single EN C packet. Figure 6 (left) illustrates a particular run of the U KA algorithm in which 7 EN C packets are generated. U KA first sorts all of the user IDs into a list in increasing order. Then, a longest prefix of the list is extracted such that all of the encryptions needed by the users in this prefix will fill up an EN C packet. Repeatedly, U KA generates a sequence of EN C packets whose < f rmID, toID > intervals do not overlap. In particular, the algorithm guarantees that the toID of a previous EN C packet is less than the f rmID of the next packet. This property is useful for block ID estimation to be performed by a user.
Performance of UKA
U KA assigns all of the encryptions for a user into a single EN C packet, and thus significantly increases the probability for a user to receive its encryptions in a single round. Consequently, the number of NACKs sent to the key server is reduced.
This benefit, however, is achieved at an expense of sending duplicate encryptions. In a rekey subtree, users may share encryptions. For two users whose encryptions are assigned into two different EN C packets, their shared encryptions are duplicated into those two EN C packets; therefore, we expect that U KA would increase the bandwidth overhead at the key server.
We evaluate the performance of U KA in this subsection using simulations. In the simulations, we assume that at the beginning of a rekey interval the key tree is full and balanced with N u-nodes. During the rekey interval, J join and L leave requests are processed. We further assume that the leave requests are uniformly distributed over the u-nodes. We set the key tree degree d as 4 and the length of an EN C packet as 1027 bytes in our experiments.
We first investigate the size of a rekey message as a function of J and L for N = 4096, as shown in Figure 6 (middle). For a fixed L, we observe that the average number of EN C packets increases linearly with J. To understand such linear increase, we need to investigate the size of the rekey subtree as a function of J. For a given number of leave requests, our marking algorithm first replaces departed u-nodes with newly joined u-nodes, and then splits the n-nodes or u-nodes at the highest level (with the root as level 0). As a result, the rekey subtree and consequently the number of EN C packets grow proportionally to J as we increase J. For a fixed J, we observe that as L increases, the number of EN C packets first increases (because more leaves means more keys to be changed), and then decreases (because now some keys can be pruned from the rekey subtree). The maximum of the number of packets is achieved when about N/d users leave the group.
Next we investigate the size of a rekey message as a function of N , as shown in Figure 6 (right). We observe that the average number of EN C packets in a rekey message increases linearly with N for three combinations of J and L values. We then evaluate the duplications generated by the U KA algorithm. Define duplication overhead as the ratio of duplicated encryptions over the total number of encryptions in a rekey subtree. Figure 7 (left) shows the average duplication overhead as a function of J and L for N = 4096. First consider the case of a fixed L. From our marking algorithm, we know that a larger value of J will generate a larger rekey subtree, and a larger rekey subtree will have more shared encryptions. Therefore the numerator of the duplication overhead will increase as we increase J. On the other hand, the number of encryptions, which is the denominator of our duplication overhead, increases at a faster speed as implied by Figure 6 (left). Consequently, we observe that the duplication overhead decreases roughly from 0.1 to 0.05 as we increase J. Next consider the case of a fixed J. As implied by Figure 6 (left), for a given J, a rekey subtree will first grow and then shrink as we increase L; therefore, the number of duplications will also first increase and then decrease. However, since the number of duplications changes at a faster speed than the number of encryptions does, we observe that the duplication overhead first increases and then decreases as we increase L.
Last, we plot in Figure 7 (right) the average duplication overhead as a function of N . We observe that for J = 0, L = N/4 or J = L = N/4, the average duplication overhead increases approximately linearly with log(N ) for N ≥ 32. This is because the rekey subtree is almost full and balanced for J = 0, L = N/4 or J = L = N/4, and thus the duplication overhead is directly related to the tree height log d (N ). We also observe that the duplication overhead is generally less than
, where 46 is the number of encryptions that can be contained in an EN C packet with a packet size of 1027 bytes. For J = N/4, L = 0, the rekey subtree is very sparse, and thus the curve of duplication overhead fluctuates around the curve of J = L = N/4.
BLOCK PARTITIONING
After running the U KA assignment algorithm to generate EN C packets, the key server next generates P ARIT Y packets for the EN C packets using a Reed-Solomon Erasure (RSE) coder.
Although grouping all of the EN C packets into a single RSE block may reduce bandwidth overhead, a large block size can significantly increase encoding and decoding time. 22, 23, 17 For example, using the RSE coder by L. Rizzo, 22 the encoding time for one P ARIT Y packet is approximately a linear function of block size. Our evaluation shows that for a large group, the number of EN C packets generated in a rekey interval can be large. For example, for a group with 4096 users, when J = 0 and L = N/4, the key server can generate up to 107 EN C packets with a packet size of 1027 bytes. Given such a large number of EN C packets in a rekey interval, it is necessary to partition the EN C packets into multiple blocks in order to reduce the key server's encoding time.
Below we first present our block partition algorithm for a given block size k. Then we discuss how to choose the block size.
The block partition algorithm
For a given block size k, to reduce the encoding time at the key server, we partition the EN C packets into multiple blocks. The key server first sorts the EN C packets according to their generating orders. Then during each iteration, the key server first increases the current block ID, takes k packets from the top of the EN C packets to form a block, assigns these EN C packets the current block ID, and increases sequentially the sequence number within the current block. To form the last block, the key server may need to duplicate the EN C packets in the last block until there are k packets. ‡ One issue of partitioning the EN C packets into blocks is that if a user loses its EN C packet, the user will not be able to know directly the block to which its EN C packet belongs, so the user needs to estimate the block ID to which its EN C specific packet belongs. Our estimation algorithm guarantees that even if the user cannot determine the accurate value of its block ID, which happens with a very low probability, the user can still estimate a possible range of the block ID. For this case, during feedback, the user will then require P ARIT Y packets for each block within this range. For an algorithm to estimate block ID, we refer the interested readers to Appendix D.
After forming the blocks, the key server generates P ARIT Y packets, and multicasts all of the EN C and P ARIT Y packets to the users. The remaining issue then is to determine the order in which the key server sends the packets. In our protocol, the key server sends packets from different blocks in an interleaving pattern. By interleaving packets from different blocks, two packets from the same block will be separated by a larger interval, and thus are less likely to experience the same burst loss period on a link. By interleaving, our evaluation shows that the bandwidth overhead at the key server can be reduced.
Choosing block size
The block partition algorithm discussed in the previous subsection operates for a given block size k. To determine the block size, we need to evaluate the impact of block size on two performance metrics.
Our first performance metric is the key server's multicast bandwidth overhead, which is defined as the ratio of h and h, where h is the number of EN C packets in a rekey message, and h is the total number of packets that the key server multicasts to make all of the users recover their specific EN C packets. To evaluate the bandwidth overhead, we only consider the impact of block size k and use ρ = 1 for the experiments in this section. We observe that the average bandwidth overhead at the key server for ρ = 1 is typically no more than that for ρ > 1. The joined effects of block size k and adaptive ρ on the key server bandwidth overhead will be evaluated in Section 6.
Our second performance metric is overall FEC encoding time, which is the time that the key server spends to generate all of the P ARIT Y packets for a rekey message. Although block size k also has direct impact on the users' FEC decoding time, the ‡ A flag bit may be used in an ENC packet to specify whether the packet is a duplicate. A duplicated ENC packet will be used in FEC decoding performed by users, but will not be used for block ID estimation. Also the key server may distribute such duplicates over several blocks.
impact is small because in our protocol a vast majority of users can receive their specific EN C packets, and thus do not have any decoding overhead.
We use simulations to evaluate the effects of block size. We adopt the network topology used by J. Nonnenmacher, etc, 19 which is a tree hierarchy that connects the key server to a backbone network through a source link, and connects each user to the backbone through a receiver link. As for our loss model, we assume that the source link has a fixed loss rate of p s , and the backbone is loss-free. We assume that a fraction α of the N users have a high loss rate of p h , and the others have a low loss rate of p l . At a given loss rate, we use a two-state continuous time Markov chain 17 to simulate burst loss. We assume that the average duration of a burst loss is 100 p msec, and the average duration of a loss-free time is , p s = 1%, the key server's sending rate is 10 packets/second, and the length of an EN C packet is 1027 bytes. These simulation topology and parameters will also be used in the experiments in the following sections unless stated otherwise. We first consider the effects of block size on the key server's bandwidth overhead. As shown in Figure 8 (left), we observe that the key server's average bandwidth overhead is not sensitive to the block size for k ≥ 5. To explain this phenomenon, we observe that k has the following two effects on the key server's bandwidth overhead. First, as k decreases, the number of users who need to receive their EN C packets from a given block decreases, and thus a P ARIT Y packet can only recover a smaller number of users. Therefore, we expect a higher bandwidth overhead as block size decreases. On the other hand, as block size decreases, the number of packets that a user needs in order to recover its lost EN C packet decreases. Therefore, we expect the bandwidth overhead for retransmission decreases. For k ≥ 5, these two factors almost balance each other, and we observe a flat bandwidth overhead curve. The high bandwidth overhead for k = 50 comes from the duplicated EN C packets in the last block.
We next consider the effects of block size on the key server's overall FEC encoding time. If we use L. Rizzo's RSE coder, 22 the encoding time for one P ARIT Y packet is approximately a linear function of block size k. Therefore, the overall total encoding time for all P ARIT Y packets is the product of the total number of P ARIT Y packets and the encoding time for one P ARIT Y packet. Now consider the total number of P ARIT Y packets. By the definition of the key server's bandwidth overhead, we know that the total number of P ARIT Y packets is proportional to the server bandwidth overhead. As implied by the flat bandwidth overhead curves in Figure 8 (left) , the total number of P ARIT Y packets is not sensitive to block size k for k ≥ 5. Therefore, we anticipate that the overall encoding time for all P ARIT Y packets will be approximately a linear function of block size k. Figure 8 (right) confirms our analysis and shows the normalized overall encoding time (assuming k time units to generate one P ARIT Y packet for block size k). We also observe from this figure some irregularity on the overall encoding time for a large block size. Such irregularity can be explained by the duplicated packets in the last block, which do not need any encoding time.
In summary, we observe that for ρ = 1, a small block size k can be chosen to provide fast FEC encoding without a large bandwidth overhead. For the following experiments, we choose k = 10 as the default value.
ADAPTIVE PROACTIVE FEC MULTICAST
In the previous section, we discussed how to partition the EN C packets of a rekey message into blocks and generate (ρ − 1)k P ARIT Y packets for each block. The discussion, however, assumes a given proactivity factor ρ. In this section, we investigate how to determine ρ.
We observe that ρ is an effective mechanism for controlling NACK implosion at the key server. Feedback implosion occurs when many users simultaneously send feedbacks to the key server. Mechanisms such as structure-based feedback aggregation or timer-based NACK suppression 14, [24] [25] [26] have been proposed to reduce feedback traffic. However, structure-based mechanisms rely on a tree hierarchy of designated nodes to aggregate feedbacks. In timer-based NACK suppression mechanisms, users use a random delay timer to avoid feedback implosion. The extra delay introduced by delay timers makes it harder for users to meet the soft deadline of group rekeying. In this section, we present our algorithm to adaptively adjust the proactivity factor to avoid NACK implosion.
Impact of proactivity factor
To design the algorithm to adapt ρ, we need to first evaluate the impact of ρ on the number of NACKs, the delivery latency at users, and the bandwidth overhead at the key server.
We first evaluate the impact of ρ on the number of NACKs. Figure 9 (left) plots the average number of NACKs received at the key server at the end of the first round. Note that y-axis is in log scale. We observe that the average number of NACKs decreases exponentially as a function of ρ (a previous study has made a similar observation 21 ). One conclusion we draw from this figure is that the number of NACKs is very sensitive to ρ, and a small increase of ρ can substantially reduce the number of NACKs. We next evaluate the impact of ρ on delivery latency. Figure 9 (right) plots the average number of rounds for all users to receive their encryptions. From this figure, we observe that the average number of rounds decreases linearly as we increase ρ, until ρ is large enough so that the effect of ρ diminishes and the curve levels off. Figure 10 (left) plots the percentage of users who need a given number of rounds to receive their encryptions. The x-axis is the number of rounds for a user to receive its encryptions and the y-axis is the percentage of users who need the number of rounds. For ρ = 1, we observe that more than 94.4% of the users can receive their encryptions within a single round; for ρ = 1.6, the percentage value is increased to 99.89%; for ρ = 2.0, the percentage value is increased to 99.99%.
We next evaluate the impact of ρ on the average server bandwidth overhead, as shown in Figure 10 (right). For a small ρ, the key server sends a small amount of proactive P ARIT Y packets during the first round, but it needs to send more reactive P ARIT Y packets in the subsequent rounds to allow users to recover their packets. Therefore, we observe that the increase of ρ has little effect on the average server bandwidth overhead. When ρ becomes large, however, the bandwidth overhead during the first round can dominate the overall bandwidth overhead, and we observe that the overall bandwidth overhead increases linearly with ρ.
In summary, we observe that an increase of ρ can have the following three effects: 1) It will significantly reduce the average number of NACKs; 2) It will slightly reduce delivery latency; 3) It will increase the key server's bandwidth overhead when ρ is larger than needed.
Adjustment of proactivity factor
Motivated by the effect of the proactivity factor ρ, we present in Figure 11 our algorithm to adaptively adjust ρ. The basic idea of the algorithm is to adjust ρ such that the key server will receive a target number of NACKs. The algorithm works as follows. For each rekey message, at the end of the first round, the key server compares the number of NACKs that it has received (which is equal to sizeof (A)) and the number of NACKs that it targets (denoted by numN ACK). The comparison has two results.
In the first case, the key server receives more NACKs than it targets. For this case, the server selects the (numN ACK +1) th largest item (denoted by a numN ACK ) from A, and increases ρ so that a numN ACK additional proactive P ARIT Y packets will be generated for each block of the next rekey message. Consider this example. Assume that 10 users u i , i = 0, ..., 9 send NACKs for the current rekey message, and user u i requests a i P ARIT Y packets. For illustration purposes, we assume a 0 ≥ a 1 ≥ ... ≥ a 9 , and the number of NACKs that the key server targets is 2, that is numN ACK = 2. Then according to our algorithm, for the next rekey message, the key server will send a 2 additional P ARIT Y packets so that users {u 2 , u 3 ..., u 9 } have a higher probability to recover their EN C packets within a single round. This is because according to the current rekey message, if users {u 2 , u 3 ..., u 9 } were to receive a 2 more P ARIT Y packets, they could have recovered their EN C packets within a single round.
In the second case, the key server receives less NACKs than it targets. Although receiving less NACKs is better in terms of avoiding NACK implosion, the small number of NACKs received may imply that the current proactivity factor is too high, and thus may cause high bandwidth overhead. Therefore, the key server reduces ρ by one P ARIT Y packet with probability proportional to Our algorithm AdjustRho will not only adjust ρ according to numN ACK, but also adjust numN ACK dynamically. We observe that a smaller numN ACK implies a smaller number of NACKs, and therefore a smaller average delivery latency. On the other hand, a smaller numN ACK may also imply a larger server bandwidth overhead. Given these, we update numN ACK according to the following heuristics (where maxN ACK is an upper bound of numN ACK):
1. If all users meet deadline for the current rekey message, the key server updates numN ACK as min(numN ACK + 1, maxNACK) to save server bandwidth overhead.
If i receivers miss deadline, the key server updates numN ACK as max(numN ACK − i, 0)
to increase the number of users who can meet deadline.
If numN ACK exceeds the upper bound, the server may experience NACK implosion. The exact value of maxN ACK will be a configuration parameter and depend on a key server's available bandwidth and processing power.
Performance evaluation
We use simulations to evaluate the AdjustRho algorithm. In Section 6.3.1, we evaluate the performance of our algorithm to avoid NACK implosion. In Section 6.3.2, we investigate how to choose block size k for the adaptive ρ scenario. In Section 6.3.3, we investigate how to choose maxN ACK. In Section 6.3.4, we evaluate the server bandwidth overhead for adaptive proactive FEC.
Controlling NACK implosion
Before evaluating whether the AdjustRho algorithm can control NACK implosion, we first investigate the stability of the algorithm. For the simulations in this section, we set the target number of NACKs (numN ACK) at 20. Next we consider the number of NACKs received by the key server at the end of the first round for each rekey message, as shown in Figure 13 . In the left figure where the initial ρ is 1, the number of NACKs received become stabilized very quickly, and the stable values are generally less than 1.5 times of numN ACK for α > 0. For α = 0, which means all users have a low loss rate of 2%, the number of NACKs fluctuates in a large range because the number of users who can receive their encryptions during the first round is very sensitive to ρ for small loss rate. The sharp slope of the curve for α = 0 in Figure 9 (left) conforms this sensitivity. The right figure shows the case for initial ρ = 2. We observe that the stable values of those two figures match very well. Next we evaluate whether AdjustRho algorithm can control the number of NACKs for various numNACKs. As shown in the left figure (initially ρ is 1) and right figure (initially ρ is 2) of Figure 14 , the numbers of NACKs received at the key server fluctuate around the target value for a wide range of numN ACK values. However, we do observe that the fluctuations become more significant for larger numN ACK. Therefore, to choose maxN ACK, we need to consider the potential impact of large fluctuations when maxN ACK is large. In our following experiments, we choose 20 as the default value of numN ACK.
Choosing block size
In section 5.2, we have discussed how to choose block size k for ρ = 1. In this section, we reconsider this problem for a new scenario where ρ is adaptively adjusted. To determine the block size, we consider the following factors: Figure 16 (left), which shows the average bandwidth overhead at the key server as a function of k when ρ is adaptively adjusted. We observe that the average server bandwidth overhead is very high for k = 1; then it decreases and becomes flat as we increase k. The higher bandwidth overhead for k = 50 comes from the duplicated packets in the last block.This observation is almost the same as what we see for ρ = 1, except that the bandwidth overhead for k = 1 is much higher in the adaptive ρ scenario. This is because for k = 1, one block contains only one EN C packet. When the key server increases ρ, the key server will have to generate at least one more P ARIT Y packet for each block (that is, for just one EN C packet) to have any effect. For example, for initial ρ = 1, any increase of ρ will at least double the total number of packets sent during the first round. Given such large granularity adjustment, the key server experiences high bandwidth overhead for k = 1.
Next consider Figure 16 (right), which shows the average server bandwidth overhead as a function of group size when ρ is adaptively adjusted. The figure shows the same trend as the left figure. However, the average server bandwidth overhead fluctuates a lot for N = 1024. This is because the rekey message contains only 26 EN C packets for N = 1024, J = 0, L = N/4. Hence the duplicated packets in the last block can significantly affect the bandwidth overhead at the key server if block size is large.
3. Overall FEC encoding time to generate all P ARIT Y packets in a rekey message. According to our observations in Figure 16 , we know that for k ≥ 5, the bandwidth overhead at the key server is not sensitive to block size. As a result, the overall FEC encoding time at the key server will linearly increase with block size k. Figure 17 (left), we observe that the average number of rounds for all users to receive their encryptions stays flat as we vary block size k; therefore, the change of block size k does not have much impact on the delivery latency at users. To further validate this result, Figure 17 (right) plots the average number of rounds for a single user to receive its encryptions. From this figure, we again observe that block size k does not have any noticeable effect on delivery latency. We further notice that using our algorithm, the average number of rounds for a user to receive its encryptions is close to 1.
Delivery latency. From
In conclusion, when ρ is adaptively adjusted, block size k should not be too small because of the large fluctuations in the number of NACKs, and the large key server bandwidth overhead. On the other hand, block size k should be small enough to reduce key server's FEC encoding time. This conforms our previous conclusion drawn for the ρ = 1 case.
Choosing maxN ACK
Next, we evaluate the impact of maxN ACK, which is the upper bound of numN ACK. The following observations about numN ACK will help us choose maxN ACK.
1. First, a large numN ACK can cause NACK implosion.
2. Second, as observed in Section 6.3.1, a large numN ACK can cause large fluctuations in the number of NACKs received by the server. 3. Third, an increase of numN ACK will slightly increase the delivery latency. From Figure 18 (left), we observe that the average number of rounds for a user to receive its encryptions will increase linearly with numN ACK. However, the increasing speed is very slow because more than 94.4% users can receive their encryptions within a single round even for ρ = 1 when α = 20%.
4. Fourth, a very small numN ACK may cause a large average bandwidth overhead at the key server. As shown in Figure 18 (right), we observe that for numN ACK = 0 and α > 0, the average overhead at the key server bandwidth overhead can be as high as 2.3. However, as we increase numN ACK, the bandwidth overhead decreases and becomes flat for numN ACK ≥ 5..
Given the above observations, we know that maxN ACK should be large enough (maxN ACK ≥ 5) to avoid large bandwidth overhead at the key server. On the other hand, maxN ACK should be small enough to avoid NACK implosion, and also to reduce fluctuations in the number of NACKs.
The above observations can also help us choose the initial value of numN ACK. If the rekey interval is small, a small numN ACK is desired because delivery latency is the major performance metric for a small rekey interval. Otherwise, a large initial value of numN ACK can be chosen to reduce the bandwidth overhead at the key server.
Overhead of adaptive proactive FEC
From the previous section, we know that the AdjustRho algorithm can effectively avoid NACK implosion and reduce delivery latency. However, compared with an approach that does not send any proactive P ARIT Y packets at all during the first round and only generates reactive P ARIT Y packets during the subsequent rounds, the adaptive proactive FEC scheme may incur extra bandwidth overhead at the key server. We investigate this issue in this section. We first evaluate the extra bandwidth overhead at the key server caused by proactive FEC. Figure 19 shows the results for various loss environments. We observe that compared with the approach where all P ARIT Y packets are generated reactively (i.e. ρ = 1), our adaptive proactive scheme causes little extra server bandwidth overhead in homogeneous low loss situations (i.e. α = 0 ). For α = 1, our scheme can even save a little bandwidth. This is because for ρ = 1, the key server takes much more rounds for all users to recover their encryptions than the adaptive proactive scheme. And during each round, the key server generates P ARIT Y packets according to the maximum number requested. Therefore, it is possible that the total number of Figure 20. The extra server bandwidth caused by adaptive ρ for different N P ARIT Y packets generated during so many rounds for ρ = 1 is larger than the adaptive proactive scheme. In a heterogeneous environment such as α = 20%, the extra bandwidth overhead generated by adaptive ρ is less than 0.25 for k ≥ 5.
We next consider the server bandwidth overhead for various group size. From Figure 20 , we observe that the extra bandwidth overhead incurred by adaptive ρ increases with N . The extra bandwidth overhead, however, is still less than 0.4 even for N = 16384.
SPEEDUP WITH UNICAST
Rekeying transport has a soft real-time requirement, that is, it is desired that all users receive their new keys before the end of the rekey interval. To meet this requirement, in the previous section, we have proposed to adaptively adjust numN ACK and ρ during the multicast phase to reduce the the number of users missing deadline. However, these approaches may not be enough because numN ACK does not directly affect delivery latency at users.
Consider Figure 21 , which shows the number of users missing deadline and the adjustment of numN ACK, when we set the deadline at 2 rounds, the initial ρ as 1, and initial numN ACK as 200 (a rather high initial value). We observe that the number of users missing deadline reduces dramatically during the first few rekey messages because of the rapid decrease of numN ACK. However, when numN ACK becomes stable, there are still a few users missing deadline. To further increase the number of users meeting deadline, the key server will switch to unicast after one or two multicast rounds. Unicast can reduce delivery latency compared to multicast because a duration of a multicast round is typically larger than the largest round-trip time over all users.
To use unicast, we need to solve two problems. First, we need to determine when to switch to unicast so that unicast will not cause a large bandwidth overhead at the key server. Second, we need to determine how to send the unicast packets so that the users can quickly and efficiently receive their encryptions.
When to switch to unicast
One issue of early unicast is its possible high bandwidth overhead at the key server. This is because the server has to send separate packets for each user who did not receive their encryptions.
However, in our protocol, unicast will not cause large bandwidth overhead at the key server due to the following two reasons. First, the packet size of the U SR packets sent during unicast is much smaller than those of EN C and P ARIT Y packets. In our protocol, a U SR packet contains only the encryptions for a specific user, and its packet size is at most (3 + 20h) bytes, where h is the height of the key tree. On the other hand, the packet sizes of EN C and P ARIT Y packet are typically more than one kilobyte long. Second, our protocol guarantees that only a few users need unicast. From Figure 10 , we observe that the vast majority of the users can receive their encryptions within a single multicast round. In fact, our evaluations show that for numN ACK = 20, roughly 5 or less users need retransmissions after two multicast rounds.
Our conditions for switching to unicast are as follows. Our protocol switches to unicast after one or two multicast rounds. We suggest two multicast rounds for a large rekey interval and one multicast round for a small rekey interval. Even for a large interval, the time to switch to unicast can be earlier if the total length of the U SR packets (plus UDP headers) is no more than that of P ARIT Y packets needed for the next multicast round.
For our protocol, the duration of each multicast round is not fixed. It is adjusted so that all users are expected to meet deadline. In particular, if some users miss deadline, we propose that the duration of a round should be reduced by the missing time; otherwise, the duration of a round should be increased by a small value.
Unicast protocol

Switch2U nicast(R)
✄ R: the set of users who need unicast. The server's unicast protocol is shown in Figure 22 . To provide fast delivery, the key server sends an increasing number of duplicated U SR packets during unicast. In particular, the server sends two duplicate U SR packets over a certain interval to each user in R at the beginning of unicast. The number of duplicates will then be incremented by 1 for each subsequent retransmission. Since the size of R and the length of a U SR packet is small, such duplications will not cause large bandwidth and processing overheads for the key server.
CONCLUSION
The objective of this paper is to present in detail our rekey transport protocol as well as its performance. Our server protocol for each rekey message consists of four phases: (i) generating a sequence of ENC packets containing encrypted keys, (ii) generating PARITY packets (iii) multicast of ENC and PARITY packets, and (iv) transition from multicast to unicast.
In the first phase, after running the marking algorithm to generate encryptions for a rekey message, the key server constructs EN C packets. The major problem in this phase is to allow a user to identify its required encryptions. To solve the problem, first we assign a unique integer ID for each key, user and encryption. Second, our key assignment algorithm guarantees that each user needs only one EN C packet. By including a small amount of ID information in EN C packets, each user can easily identify its specific EN C packet and extract the encryptions it needs.
In the second phase, the key server uses a RSE coder to generate P ARIT Y packets for EN C packets. The major problem in this phase is to determine the block size for FEC encoding. This is because a large block size can significantly increase FEC encoding and decoding time. Our performance results show that a small block size can be chosen to provide fast FEC encoding rate without increasing bandwidth overhead. We also present an algorithm for a user to estimate its block ID if it has not received its specific EN c packet In the third phase, the key server multicasts EN C and P ARIT Y packets to all users. The major problem in this phase is to control NACK implosion. In our protocol, the key server adaptively adjusts the proactivity factor based on past feedback. Our experiments show that the number of NACKs can be effectively controlled around a target number, while the extra bandwidth overhead incurred is small. Additionally, adaptively adjusting the proactivity factor reduces the delivery latency of users.
In the fourth phase, the key server switches to unicast to reduce the worst-case delivery latency. The major problem in this phase is to determine when to switch to unicast such that unicast will not cause large server bandwidth overhead, and how to do unicast to provide smaller delivery latency. In our protocol, a vast majority of users can receive or recover their required encryptions within one multicast round. Also, during unicast the U SR packet transmitted is very small. Based on these observations, we let the key server switch to unicast after one or two multicast rounds (depending upon deadline). To provide even faster delivery, the key server duplicates the U SR packet during unicast.
In summary, we have the following contributions. First, we present a detailed specification of a scalable and reliable protocol for group rekeying, together with performance results. Second, a simple key identification strategy and key assignment algorithm are presented and evaluated. Third, we show that our block partition algorithm reduces the server's FEC encoding time without increasing server bandwidth overhead. Finally, an adaptive algorithm to adjust the proactivity factor is proposed and evaluated. The algorithm is found to be effective in controlling NACK implosion. 
APPENDIX B. MARKING ALGORITHM
In periodic batch rekeying, the key server collects J join and L leave requests during a rekey interval. At the end of the interval, the server runs the following marking algorithm to update the key tree and construct a rekey subtree. The marking algorithm is slightly different from the one presented in our previous paper. 9,10 The n-node and ID information are introduced in Section 4.
To update the key tree, the marking algorithm performs the following operations: 
APPENDIX D. ESTIMATING BLOCK ID
When we partition the EN C packets into multiple blocks, and if a user loses its specific EN C packet, the user will not be able to know directly the block to which its EN C packet belongs. We address this issue in this appendix.
The key observation is that a user can estimate the block ID to which its EN C packet belongs from the ID information contained in the received EN C packets. Assume a user has ID m, and its EN C packet is the j th packet in block i. Let < i, j > denote the <block ID, sequence number within a block> pair. Whenever a user receives an EN C packet, it can refine its estimation of the block ID i. For example, if m > toID of a received packet, then i ≥ block ID of the received packet because the received packet must be generated earlier than the user's specific EN C packet. In this way, if the user can receive any one EN C packet in S l = {< i − 1, k − 1 >, < i, 0 >, ..., < i, j − 1 >}, and receive any one EN C packet in S u = {< i, j + 1 >, ..., < i, k − 1 >, < i + 1, 0 >}, then it can determine the accurate value of i even when < i, j > is lost. The detailed algorithm to estimate block ID is shown in Figure 29 . Figure 28 illustrates the block ID estimation. A user can determine the accurate value of the block ID with high probability. Only when all of the EN C packets in set S l + {< i, j >} are lost, or when all of the packets in set S u + {< i, j >} are lost, the user cannot determine the accurate value of the block ID. The probability of such failure, however, is as low as p j+2 + p k−j+1 − p k+2 , where p is the loss rate observed by the user when we assume independent loss among packets. In the worst case when j = 0 or j = k − 1, the probability is about p 2 . In case of failure, the user first estimates a possible range of the required block ID. Then during feedback, the user requires P ARIT Y packets for each block within the estimated block ID range.
Algorithm EstimateBlkID (m, low, high, pkt) ✄ m is the user's ID who calls this algorithm. ✄ low is the current estimate of the lower bound of required block ID. ✄ high is the current estimate of the upper bound of required block ID. ✄ pkt is the EN C packet received. Initially, a user sets the lower bound low as 0, and upper bound high as infinity. The step 6 in Figure 29 guarantees that the final value of high will not be infinity. The reasoning is as follows. When the user receives an EN C packet pkt, the maxKID field of the packet specifies the maximum ID of current k-nodes. Therefore, the maximum ID of current users cannot be larger than d * (pkt.maxKID + 1). In the worst case, one EN C packet contains encryptions for only one user, then there are at most (d * (pkt.maxKID + 1) − pkt.toID) EN C packets whose f rmID sub-field is larger than pkt.toID. Therefore, the maximum block ID cannot be larger than pkt.blkID + 
